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The spontaneous magnetic field direction
in an anisotropic MHD dynamo
The phenomenon of magnetic field generation in an astrophysical plasma
in the frame of developed magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence is considered. The functional quantum field renormalization group approach is
applied to helical anisotropic MHD developed turbulence which is stabilized by the self-generated homogeneous magnetic field. The purpose of the
study is to calculate the value as well as direction of the magnetic field in
the stochastic dynamo model. The generated magnetic field is determined
by ignoring divergent rotor part of Green function of the magnetic field. It is
shown that the magnetic field direction is connected with unique existing
vector n describing the anisotropic turbulence forcing.
ÍÀÏÐßÌÎÊ ÑÏÎÍÒÀÍÍÎÃÎ ÌÀÃÍIÒÍÎÃÎ ÏÎËß Ó ÀÍIÇÎÒÐÎÏÍÎÌÓ ÌÃÄ-ÄÈÍÀÌÎ, Øàõîâ Á. Î., Þð÷èøèí Ì., Þð÷èøèíîâà Å.,
Ñòåãëiê Ì. — Ðîçãëÿäàºòüñÿ ÿâèùå ãåíåðàöi¿ ìàãíiòíèõ ïîëiâ â àñòðîôiçè÷íié ïëàçìi ó ìåæàõ ìîäåëi ðîçâèíåíî¿ ÌÃÄ-òóðáóëåíòíîñòi.
Çàñòîñîâóºòüñÿ êâàíòîâîïîëüîâèé ïiäõiä ðåíîðìàëiçàöiéíî¿ ãðóïè äî
ðîçâèíåíî¿ ãiðîòðîïíî-àíiçîòðîïíî¿ òóðáóëåíòíîñòi, ÿêà ñòàáiëiçóºòüñÿ ñàìîãåíåðîâàíèì ìàãíiòíèì ïîëåì. Ìåòîþ öüîãî äîñëiäæåííÿ
º îá÷èñëåííÿ ÿê çíà÷åííÿ, òàê i íàïðÿìêó ìàãíiòíîãî ïîëÿ ó ñòîõàñòè÷íié ìîäåëi äèíàìî. Ãåíåðîâàíå ìàãíiòíå ïîëå âèçíà÷àºòüñÿ ïðè
çíåõòóâàííi äèâåðãåíòíî¿ ðîòîðíî¿ ÷àñòèíè ôóíêöi¿ Ãðiíà ìàãíiòíîãî ïîëÿ. Ïîêàçàíî, ùî íàïðÿìîê ìàãíiòíîãî ïîëÿ ïîâ'ÿçàíèé ç íàÿâí³ñòþ âåêòîðà n, ÿêèé îïèñóº àíiçîòðîïíå íàêà÷óâàííÿ åíåðãi¿ ó òóðáóëåíòíiñòü.
ÍÀÏÐÀÂËÅÍÈÅ ÑÏÎÍÒÀÍÍÎÃÎ ÌÀÃÍÈÒÍÎÃÎ ÏÎËß Â ÀÍÈÇÎÒÐÎÏÍÎÌ ÌÃÄ-ÄÈÍÀÌÎ, Øàõîâ Á. À., Þð÷èøèí Ì., Þð÷èøèíîâà Å., Ñòåãëèê Ì. — Ðàññìàòðèâàåòñÿ ÿâëåíèå ãåíåðàöèè ìàãíèòíûõ
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ïîëåé â àñòðîôèçè÷åñêîé ïëàçìå â ðàìêàõ ìîäåëè ðàçâèòîé ÌÃÄ-òóðáóëåíòíîñòè. Ïðèìåíÿåòñÿ êâàíòîâîïîëåâîé ïîäõîä ðåíîðìàëèçàöèîííîé ãðóïïû ê ðàçâèòîé ãèðîòðîïíî-àíèçîòðîïíîé òóðáóëåíòíîñòè, êîòîðàÿ ñòàáèëèçèðóåòñÿ ñàìîãåíåðèðóåìûì îäíîðîäíûì
ìàãíèòíûì ïîëåì. Öåëüþ ýòîãî èññëåäîâàíèÿ ÿâëÿåòñÿ âû÷èñëåíèå
êàê çíà÷åíèÿ, òàê è íàïðàâëåíèÿ ýòîãî ìàãíèòíîãî ïîëÿ â ñòîõàñòè÷åñêîé ìîäåëè äèíàìî. Ãåíåðèðóåìîå ìàãíèòíîå ïîëå îïðåäåëÿåòñÿ ïðè ïðåíåáðåæåíèè äèâåðãåíòíîé ðîòîðíîé ÷àñòüþ ôóíêöèè
Ãðèíà ìàãíèòíîãî ïîëÿ. Ïîêàçàíî, ÷òî íàïðàâëåíèå ìàãíèòíîãî ïîëÿ
ñâÿçàíî ñ íàëè÷èåì âåêòîðà n, îïèñûâàþùåãî àíèçîòðîïíîå íàêà÷èâàíèå ýíåðãèè â òóðáóëåíòíîñòü.
INTRODUCTION

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulent dynamo still attracts large attention due to many applications in both the astrophysical and laboratory plasmas. Despite an enormous effort, nowadays the related problems and questions remain deficiently explored. That is question, how does the turbulence
amplify and sustain magnetic fields (MFs), what is the spectrum and structure of this field at various scales in astrophysics as well as in a laboratory.
Many authors attempt to justify the basic treatment of stable regimes of
fully developed MHD turbulence in various approaches: kinetic or magnetic driving the helical or non-helical dynamo. Another eventual approach
is based on the self-consistent nonlinear set of MHD equations, the
Navier-Stokes equation including the Lorentz force together with the induction equation.
Nowadays the mean field helical dynamo is used to be applied in astrophysical rotators [22, 26, 28]. It involves initially weak large-scale field amplified by strong helical velocity fluctuations. In this understanding the
large-scale field is amplified and sustained on scales significantly larger
than the scale of the driving turbulence, and the source of E = aB (a is
known as the dynamo coefficient) typically is the kinetic helicity, Hk º
v × rotv . Calculations of the field spectra are obviously performed in the
case of isotropic MHD turbulence. Recently, anisotropic contributions
from mean velocity flows have been considered as additional contributions
to the electromotive force driving the velocity driven helical dynamo [4,
31]. Generally, the MHD turbulence is nowadays understood to be inherently anisotropic. A number of important physical processes in anisotropic
MHD turbulence was clarified in [2, 17, 23, 24] where the concept of critical balance was used to determine the ratio of the dimensions of turbulent
eddies in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the local MF.
As was emphasized in [6], the understanding of laboratory and/or astrophysical dynamo depends on dominant contribution (role) of magnetic
fields, or alternatively, typical flows (known as the kinematic dynamo). In
classical understanding of nonlinear astrophysical dynamo theory one separates “small-scale nonhelical dynamos” in which magnetic energy is ampli28
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fied by random force-line stretching on scales approximately less to that of
the turbulent forcing [16, 20, 21]. Contrary to “large-scale helical dynamos”, the helical hydrodynamic turbulence produces MF on scales larger
than that of the input turbulent forcing (this is one we will consider here) [1,
5, 7, 22, 26, 28, 29]. This type of dynamo is often used to explain MFs of the
solar and stellar coronae as well as coronae above accretion discs [14,15].
Numerical studies of the effect of a regular MF on a-dynamo action, due to
helicity driven MHD turbulence, are reported in [27] for unite Prandtl number. They found that the apparent effect of the dc-magnetic field is to suppress the dynamo action. Recently several papers deal with a special flow
pattern, so-called “Roberts flow”, which concerns the low-dimensional dynamo modeling [12, 32, 37]. This model can be useful for the examination
of laboratory experiments. They attempt to solve numerically the dynamo
problem in the Fourie representation with small discrete modes. Note that
the kinetic helicity is not necessary for a modified version of the Robertstype dynamo [30].
In the helical MHD an additional problem arises: the instabilities induce the exponential increase of the magnetic fluctuations in the large
scales range (see in [11], for example). The elimination of this instability
leads to formation of a large-scale magnetic field known as the turbulent dynamo. Removal of the instability in quantum field formulation of helical
MHD can be achieved by means of a nice and very well-known spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism followed by the creation of a homogeneous stationary magnetic field. The problem was analyzed in [3] in the special case of isotropic MHD turbulence. Indeed, the basic physical problem
arising in the MHD turbulence stability regime is that arising “rotor instabilities” in MHD turbulence needs the creation of a large-scale magnetic
field, but then the MHD turbulence does not to be isotropic. For example,
the AlfvJnic turbulence (weak forcing when the turbulence excitations are
small-amplitude disturbances propagating along the MF) is manifestly
anisotropic [33].
The stabilization of an instable system through the appearance of a
spontaneous mean field is a typical effect in field-theoretic models of various phenomena. A typical example is the appearance of spontaneous magnetization below the critical temperature Tc in ferromagnetics. There, the
standard technical procedure can be used. However, in the present problem
this technique is not applicable (as was discussed in [3]). Here, we introduce
a nonzero mean magnetic field already in origin problem to stabilize the turbulent system.
In [10, 13] the dynamo coefficient a was derived using the quasilinear
MHD turbulent theory. They found that in the limit of large kinetic Re and
magnetic Rem , the a-coefficient may be not small if the correlation time of
velocity field and magnetic field are shorter than the eddy turn over time of
the MHD turbulence and a depends intensively on the magnetic Prandtl
number. The opposite limit of small magnetic and fluid Reynolds numbers
was considered in [35]. In this case there is no small-scale dynamo action
and so the small-scale magnetic field is solely due to shredding the large29
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scale magnetic field. In general a has a tensor form, a ij [22], which was
also used in numerical simulations [8, 9]. They showed rather fluctuating
value of the a-effect tensor in all the components. Thus the general case of
an anisotropy presence is to be examined.
Here we will use the functional quantum field renormalization group
(RG) approach [1, 36]. It assigns a field action to the stochastic problem and
makes possible to use elegant and very well developed RG procedure in
quantum field theory to investigate infrared asymptotic regimes of a stochastic system. This theoretic-field RG approach concerns to (describes)
stationary state of generated MF under equilibrium in the sense when the
state is the solution of self-consistent nonlinear MHD equations (in a helical
medium) with the helical injection of energy. (In the RG terminology the
stable regime is described by the fixed point of RG-equations.) Continuous
injection of helicity typically leads to a quasi-steady dynamical equilibrium
with self-generated MF as a stabilizing factor [18, 34]. But in the isotropic
developed MHD turbulence it is not possible to determine a direction of
generated homogeneous MF. This question is the goal of the present paper.
We use the theoretic-field RG approach to helical anisotropic MHD turbulence which is stabilized by the self-generated MF. Its direction is connected with unique existing vector n describing the anisotropic forcing (see
below) .

THE MODEL FORMULATION

The interaction of electrically neutral conductive turbulent incompressible
fluid (with the unit magnetic permeability) with the magnetic field in the
case of anisotropically driven MHD turbulence is described by the MHD
equations for the fluctuating part of the fields:
~
L$ v º -¶ t v + nDv + ( vÑ )v + ( bÑ )b + f Av + f v = f ,
(1)
~
L$ º -¶ b + n¢ Db + ( vÑ )b - ( bÑ )v + f b + f b = 0.
b

t

A

The first equation is the well-known Navier — Stokes equation for the
transversal velocity field v( x, t ) with the additional nonlinear contribution
of the Lorentz force (the longitudinal contribution is ascribed to pressure p).
The second equation for magnetic field b( x, t ) (in the Alfven units b =
B / 4pr, r is a fluid density) follows from the Maxwell equations for continuous medium. The magnetic diffusion coefficient n¢ is connected with the
coefficient of molecular viscosity by relation n¢ = un with dimensionless
magnetic Prandtl number u -1 . The terms f Ai are related to uniaxial anisotropy and they have the following form [2]:
f Av = n[c 1 ( nÑ ) 2 v + c 2 nÑ 2 ( nv ) + c 3 n( nÑ ) 2 ( nv )] +
+l 1 b( nÑ )( nb) + l 2 n( nÑ )b 2 + l 3 n( bÑ )( nb) + l 4 n( nÑ )( nb) 2 ,
f Ab = n¢ [t 1 ( nÑ ) 2 b + t 2 nÑ 2 ( nv ) + t 3 n( nÑ ) 2 ( nv )].
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The parameters c i and t i characterize the weight of the individual
structures in Eqs (2), and the unit vector n specifies the direction of the anisotropy axis.
The large-scale random force per unit mass f corresponds to a kinetic
energy doping and it is assumed to have Gaussian statistics defined by the
averages:
(3)
f i = 0,
f i ( x 1 , t1 ) f j ( x 2 , t 2 ) = Dij ( x 1 - x 2 , t1 - t 2 ).
The two-point correlation tensor
~
Dij ( x, t ) = d( t )ò dk(2p ) 3 Dij ( k )exp( ik × x )
is convenient to parametrize in the following way:
~
Dij ( k ) = 20p 2 gun 3 k 1- 2 e [(1 + a 1x 2k )Pij ( k ) + a 2 Rij ( k ) + rQij ]

(4)

(5)

as linear combination of both tensor and pseudotensor (in our helical case).
Here e ³ 0 is dimensionless parameter of the model; its physical value is
e = 2 which corresponds to the Kolmogorov energy pumping from infra-red
region of the small k. The value e = 0 corresponds to a logarithmic perturbation theory for a calculation of Green functions when g, which plays the role
of a bare coupling constant of the model, becomes dimensionless [36]. The
problem of the continuation from e = 0 to the physical values was discussed
in [1]. The (3´3)-matrices Pij , Rij , and Qij are the transverse projectors.
Their explicit forms are defined by the relations (in the wave-number
space):
k ik j
Pij ( k ) = d ij - 2 , Rij ( k ) = Pir ( k )nr ns Psj ( k ),
k
(6)
k
Qij ( k ) = ie ijm m ,
k
where e ijm is the Levi — Civita pseudotensor and x is given by the equation
~
x = k × n / k. The tensor Dij , given by Eq. (5), is the most general form with
respect to the condition of incompressibility of the system under consideration and contains two dimensionless free parameters a 1 and a 2 . The positiveness of the correlator tensor Dij leads to restrictions on the above parameters, namely, a 1 > –1 and a 2 > –1 .
~
It is mentioned in [1, 3] that the system (1) (with zeroth both f ) is unstable and in QFT formulation the divergence proportional to the UV cutoff L
can appear in the Green function b¢ b . It acquires the form of b¢ rotbL. The
L — UV divergence generates the instability of the theory, that causes an
exponential growth in time of the corresponding response function. Therefore, its direct insertion into the action is not allowed and we have to find an
effective way to eliminate it. So, one must consider the new vacuum state
with a non-vanishing mean value of b º C ¹ 0. [1]. In QFT the appearance
of non-zero vacuum value of field is associated with spontaneous symmetry
breaking [34]. The value of spontaneous mean field is determined from re31
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quirement of minimum of potential energy at the tree level. The L-divergence can be eliminated by means of the shift of b by the value of spontaneous homogeneous magnetic field, namely b( x ) ® b( x ) + C. This shift in the
~
system (1) with zeroth both f produces the new non-vanishing terms
~v
f = (CÑ )b + l 1C( nÑ )( nb) + l 2 2n( nÑ )(Cb) +
+l 3 n(CÑ )( nb) + l 4 2n( nC)( nÑ )( nb),
~b
f = (CÑ )v
with new parameters l i (i = 1, ..., 4) .
THE RENORMALIZATION

The complete unrenormalized action of the anisotropically forced MHD
turbulence [18, 19] with the shifted MF (b ® b + C) [3] can be obtained us~
~
ing f and f in the stochastic MHD equations (1). Using the standart formalism, the stochastic problem (1) with correlator (4) can be transformed into
the field theoretical model of fields F = {v, b, v¢, b¢} where v¢, b¢ are the auxiliary incompressible fields with the action (see [1, 36], for details):
1
S (F ) = v¢ Dv¢+ v¢ L$ v + b¢ L$ b .
2

(8)

Hereafter in the similar expression the integration over corresponding
variables (x, t in this case) and the traces over the vector indices are implied.
As it is usual in QFT, the action (8) is considered to be unrenormalized with
the bare constants marked by the subscript “0”. The basic objects of the
study are the Green functions of the fields F (i. e., the correlation functions
and response functions in the terminology of the original problem (1)).
They can be determined as functional derivatives with respect to external
sources A = {A v , A b , A v ¢ , A b¢ } of the generating functional G ( A) =
ò D F exp[S (F )+] + AF], i. e., they are the functional averaged values of the
corresponding number of the fields F with a weight exp[S (F )].
In the Fourie representation one obtains:
1
~
S = v¢ i Dij v¢ j + v¢ i V ijl v j v l - v¢ i W ijl b j bl - b¢ i U ijl b j v l +
2
1
+ v¢ i [( iw - k - kc 1x 2 ) + k( -c 2 ni n j - c 3x 2 nin j )]v j +
2
1
+ v i [( -iw - k - kc 1x 2 ) + k( -c 2 ni n j - c 3x 2 ni n j )]v¢ j +
2
1
+ b¢ i [( iw - uk - ukt 1x 2 ) + uk( -t 2 ni n j - t 3x 2 ni n j )]b j +
2
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1
+ bi [( -iw - uk - ukt 1x 2 ) + uk( -t 2 nin j - t 3x 2 nin j )]b¢ j +
2
1
+ v¢ i [ig + i( gl 3 + 2l 4 g nx )ni n j + i(l 1xC i n j + 2l 2xniC j )]b j +
2
1
+ bi [-ig - i( gl 3 + 2l 4 g nx )ni n j - i(l 1xniC j + 2l 2xC i n j )]v¢ j +
2
1
1
+ b¢ i [ig ]v j + v i [-ig ]b¢ j
2
2
where k = nk 2 , g = (Ck ), g n = (Cn) and the vertexes are:
V ijl = i( k j d il + k l d ij ), U ijl = i( k j d il - k l d ij ), W ijl = V ijl + q,
i(l 1 kx( n j d il + nl d ij ) + 2l 2 k xnid jl + l 3 ni ( k j nl + n jk l ) + 2l 4 kxni n j nl ).
Inversion of the quadratic part of (9) leads to the Green functions (propagators). In general, the Green functions vv , vb , bv , bb are expected
to be linear combinations of the projectors Pij , Rij º Pir nr ns Psj , Pir C r ns Psj ,
Pir nr C s Psj , Pir C r C s Psj , Qij , Qir nr ns Psj , Qir C r ns Psj , Qir nr C s Psj , Qir C r C s Psj ,
Pir nrs Qsj , Pir nr C sQsj , Pir C r nsQsj , and Pir C r C sQsj . They all are necessary to
closing the group of projectors. Analogically, the Green functions v¢ v ,
v¢ b , b¢ v , b¢ b are expected to be linear combinations of the first five
above projectors. In the case of the weak anisotropy limit one can remain
the terms of only the first order with respect to all parameters and one can
leave out all the terms containing the parameters c 3 , t 2 , t 3 , and all l i , because these vanish in the fixed RNG points [2]. As a result, one obtains:
v i v j = a1 Pij + a2 Rij + a6Qij + a7Qir nr ns Psj + a11 Pir nr nsQsj ,
bi v j = b1 Pij + b2 Rij + b6Qij + b7Qir nr ns Psj + b11 Pir nr nsQsj ,
v i b j = c1 Pij + c2 Rij + c6Qij + c7Qir nr ns Psj + c11 Pir nr nsQsj ,
bi b j = d1 Pij + d 2 Rij + d 6Qij + d 7Qir nr ns Psj + d11 Pir nr nsQsj ,
v¢ i v j = x1 Pij + x 2 Rij ,
b¢ i v j = y1 Pij + y 2 Rij ,
v¢ i b j = z1 Pij + z 2 Rij ,
b¢ i b j = t1 Pij + t 2 Rij .
The coefficients in the set (10) have rather complicated form and they
linearly depend on five small parameters c 1 , c 2 , t 1 , a 1 , a 2 . All above Green
functions must be calculated for the gyrotropic MHD renormalization,
namely, their divergent parts of possessing poles ~ e -1 in e = 0. These parts
are needed for theory renormalization and they are proportional to the second order in momentum unit. This question is not discussed here. In the dynamo theory the linear part of the Green function bi b j plays a crucial role
[3].
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CONDITION FOR THE HOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELD

The calculation of the Feynman diagram set bi b j , beside the second-order
part, gives also the linear part (in momentum unit) which corresponds to L
— UV divergent rotor part and it must be vanished. The calculation can be
performed only under the condition that the homogeneous magnetic field C
direction is parallel to the anisotropy direction n. It yields a strong requirement for possible C direction, C = n| C |. Its absolute value follows from the
condition of the rotor part vanishing, namely, in the case of the weak anisotropy limit one obtains:
b¢ i b j » ie ijl

kl
pgur
{-10(1 + u)(3p| C|-8 uLn ) +
k 12(1 + u) 2 u

+[5p(1 + 3u)| C|-16u uLn]t 1 +[5p(5 + 3u)| C|-16 u (2 + u)Ln]c 1 }. (11)
As a result, the requirement of the vanishing of this term yields the
value of spontaneous field
C=n

4 uLn
[30(1 + u) + (5 + 9u)t 1 + (13 + 9u)c 1 ].
45p(1 + u)

(12)

Note that in isotropic turbulence the presence of arbitrary small
gyrotropy r in Eq. (5) leads to the mean field C generation [3], but its direction can not be determined (the direction is spontaneous). In contrary, the
presence of a small anisotropy of energy forcing into the helical turbulent
system leads to the determined direction of C, C || n. In the limit of zero anisotropy (t 1 = c 1 = 0), Eq. (12) holds only as scalar equation and | C| acquires
the known value C = 8 uLn / 3p [3].

CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, the phenomenon of the magnetic field generation in astrophysical environment is studied. The statistical dynamo model is constructed for
helical weakly anisotropic full developed MHD turbulence in the framework of the quantum field renormalization group approach. It is shown that
the renormalization leads to arising of ultra-violet divergence in rotor part
of the magnetic field Green function b¢ i b j which must be eliminated from
the theory. The weak helical anisotropic turbulence is then stabilized by the
self-generated magnetic field C whose value is calculated. The direction of
the magnetic field is connected with unique existing vector n describing the
anisotropic turbulence forcing, C|| n.
Note that the renormalized Green function is obtained which is finite as
L ® ¥ formally, as it is usual in the field theory. But in real problems a natural cutoff really exists. In the developed turbulence the Kolmogorov
dissipative length l D = L-1 plays the role of a minimal scale. This length can
34
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be expressed in terms of basic phenomenological parameters — viscosity n
and energy dissipation rate e. Then from (13) and simple dimensional considerations one obtains | C| µ ( ne )1/ 4 — order of magnitude of the spontaneous field [36].
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